ProMonitor – Integrated software for teachers and managers

The integrated software makes it easy to access, control and maintain your data, with modules designed for a range of users to access individual learner data, to write reports and to ease the admin burden of marking.

**Features**

ProMonitor lets you keep track of your learners’ academic progress, letting teachers and managers see, at a glance, whether they are achieving their potential or if more support is needed. You can also:

- Import detailed learner and enrolment data
- Share data across sites for swift access by admin staff and teachers
- Effective tracking of learner issues
- Individual user profiles
- Customise system structures
- Report writer module

**Create individual learner plans**

Rob Bishop, Head of Strategic MIS at the City of British College says, “Giving students information about their performance will increase their accountability and help our staff to engage with them. Providing information about their grades and attendance will increase their sense of responsibility and give them control of their own academic destiny.”

The system holds a centralised collection of key learner details, which makes it easier to raise, track and follow up on comments. The email integration will notify those who need to know, keeping everyone in the loop.

Each learner can also have their induction and meetings recorded, building a detailed picture of them. This is especially useful in cases where learners need additional support, or become at risk.

ProMonitor can be customised to design multiple individual learner plans based on the type of student, for example by the level of study.

**Review progress**

ProMonitor’s intuitive online system makes recording and reviewing the academic progress of students simpler for teachers and managers.

Progress comments can be used in one-to-one meetings and in reports. These reports are fully customisable and can be published electronically to ProPortal for students, parents/guardians or employers to view.

“Giving students information about their performance will increase their accountability and help our staff to engage with them.”

Rob Bishop
Head of Strategic MIS
City of British College
ProMonitor

Make marking simpler
Enter marks for units, assessments (and assessment resubmission) and tasks for academic or vocational qualifications using the Markbook module. These marks can also be used for performance monitoring.

You’re able to customise the Markbook to cater for all different qualification types, including Higher Education, Apprenticeship, National Diploma and A Level.

This module is more than just a way to enter results, it also lets you use the data to build reports, such as performance vs target reports and charting completion progress.

The report writer module is integrated within ProMonitor and can produce a range of sample reports or altered to suit particular requirements.

Customise the sources used to report on data from ProMonitor as well as other external data sources. These reports can be made available based on college structure and user account permissions.

The ProPortal module
ProPortal is designed to extend the use of ProMonitor to a range of users who need to see the information or, in the case of students, want to be able to edit their individual learner plan online. It provides students with access to their markbook module information as well as attendance data, comments and reports.

ProPortal offers flexible permission groups, determining who can see what, e.g. it can cater for the differing needs of students, employers, parents and head teachers.

Student information pages can also be made available if you use ProSolution, including the timetable, detailed attendance, and exam entry.

Options:
> Single and multiple licence
> Perpetual or annual licence
> Annual support & upgrades
> Training & consultancy
> Gold support (installation, upgrading & system migration services)

Minimum server requirements:
> Windows Server 2008 or above
> Dual-Core Processor
> 4GB RAM
> 20 GB Hard Drive Space
> MS SQL Server 2008 or above
> IIS 7.0 or above

Client requirements:
> Windows Operating System (Admin Utility)

The web application can be accessed on:
Windows: IE 7-10, Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera
Mac: Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera, Camino Portable: iPhone/iPad - Safari, Microsoft Surface - IE 10 RT & IE 10 Metro RT

Recommended server requirements:
> Windows Server 2012
> Quad-Core Processor
> 8GB RAM
> 120GB Hard Drive Space
> MS SQL Server 2012
> IIS 8.0 or above
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